Mike, the colacan, jumped out of the vending machine and started walking around. He found out the vending machine was going to get thrown away!
He thought about his friend cookie. He realised that cookie was a night patrol en and helped others escape vending machines.
Mike, the colacan, jumped out of the vending machine. And started walking around. He found out the vending machine was going to get thrown away!
He thought about his friend cookie. He realised that cookie was a night patroller and helped others escape vending machines.
cookie tells mike that he can go to the museum and find the tools that cookie used to help save eg cap from vending machines.
The pool are on display in the museum. Cookie uses one. It is a bulldozer with a shoe at the end. But it is stuck with packing tape! It is hard to move, but they do it!
Mike and Cookie take the tool back and use it to free Mike's friends. Now they call Mike "the winner," because he saved them!